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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a method to segment the bottle label in images taken by mobile phones using multi-gradient approaches. In order to segment the label region of interest-object, the saliency map method and Hough Transformation method are first applied to the original images to obtain the candidate region. The saliency map is used to detect the most salient area based on three kinds of features (color, orientation and illumination features). The Hough Transformation is a technique to isolate features of a particular shape within an image. Therefore, we utilize it to find the left and right border of the bottle. Next, we segment the label based on the gradient information obtained from the structure tensor method and edge method. The experimental results have shown that the proposed method is able to accurately segment the labels as the first step of product label recognition system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, lots of studies pay attention to the smart phone, and a considerable number of researches have been done for the smart phone image processing, such as flower recognition system [1], wine text recognition system [2] and so on. Especially, the text segmentation results affect the accuracy rates of the text recognition systems. However, text segmentation using a whole product image is not a good approach because of complex background. Therefore, we first pay attention to the label region of product bottle which contains the text region. However, it is also challenge task to segment the label in the product bottle images taken in supermarkets because of uneven illumination, strong reflection, hand and other unexpected factors.

There are a large number of methods have been developed for image segmentation. For example, the simplest method, thresholding method, is based on threshold value to turn a gray-scale image into a binary image; the most well-known method is Otsu’s method [3]. The clustering methods is also used for segmentation based on distance between a pixel and a cluster center, this algorithm depends on the initial set of clusters and the number of the clusters, such as k-means algorithm [4].

Alternatively, there are many region based techniques for image segmentation, such as region growing methods, split-and-merge methods, and so on. The region growing method is the seeded region growing method. This method takes a set of seeds as input along with the image; the regions are iteratively grown by comparing all unallocated neighboring pixels to the regions. The main limitation of many region based algorithms is the permeation to area where the boundaries between the objects are weak or blurry.

In recent years, curve propagation is a popular technique on image analysis for object segmentation, object tracking, stereo reconstruction. It is to evolve a curve towards the lowest potential of a cost function, where its definition reflects the task to be addressed and imposes certain smoothness constraints. The level set method [5], [6] can be used to efficiently address the problem of curve propagation in an implicit manner. To the similar intensity or concave of the region, it is difficult to segment. And another method has to be mentioned, graph based method. It also can be effectively used for image segmentation based on a cost function. In these methods, the image is modeled as a weighted, undirected graph. Good examples of these methods are normalized cut [7], minimum cut/max flow cut [8] and others. However, the segmentation result depends on the choice of seeds (background and foreground) by users.

These methods described above relay on the assumption that
the regions approximate normal distributions. They often get a relatively worse segmentation results for bottle label captured by mobile phones due to complexity of label region. Therefore, we propose methods to segment the label region of the bottle in the images taken by mobile phones in the supermarket with lot of the light sources based on multiple gradient approaches. First, saliency map is used to select out the most salient region, and the Hough Transformation is used to detect the two straight lines of left and right border to obtain candidate label region. Next, we calculate the local structure tensor of candidate label region, this gradient information and Sobel gradient information are used to detect the label region by 8-directional chain code.

The rest of this note is organized as follows. The pre-processing of system is described in section 2. In section 3, we present the process of candidate label region and object segmentation according to the structure tensor and edge information. The experimental results are shown in section 4 and at last we discuss the conclusion.

2. PREPROCESSING

The saliency map [9], [10] is designed as input to the control mechanism for covert selective attention. A method to location the most salient area is proposed by Itti et al [10] based on computing the position of the maximum in this map by the Winner-Take-All mechanism. Due to the complicated background including uninteresting objects, cabinets and hands holding the product bottle, it is not trivial task to segment an interesting object in our experimental images taken in the supermarkets. To take out complicated background, we first generate a saliency map on the input image Fig. 1(b) and then apply a threshold to the image in order to draw the boundary of the interest region or salient area.

Boundary of the label on the product bottle generally consists of straight lines. Hence, we use the Sobel edge detector to roughly detect straight lines in the interesting region detected by the saliency map such as Fig. 1(d). However, a challenging problem of the object segmentation is the light reflection, because the images are obtained in the supermarkets under the many light sources on the ceiling and most products are made by glass. Therefore, strong light reflection is an unavoidable and undesirable factor preventing from accurately segmenting the interesting objects in the images. For example, many small regions caused by light reflection are shown in the original image in Fig. 1(a) and they could affect border detection. In order to reduce these interferences, we label the edge map to sub-regions according to a connect component analysis. Small sub-regions are removed as noise depending on their size and density in Fig. 1(e).

3. LABEL REGION SEGMENTATION

In this section, we divide the contents into two sub-sections, candidate label region generation and label region detection. In the first sub-section, the Hough transform is used to obtain the left and right border to general the candidate label region; and the detection process is described in the second sub-section.

![Fig. 1. Salient region including an object of interest and edge map on the region; (a) input image taken by a mobile phone, (b) the saliency map overlaped on the input image, (c) salient region after binarization using a threshold value set to 55% of saliency ma, (d) edge map on the salient area by the sobel edge detector, and (e) results of the noise removal depending on the size of the edge connected component.](image-url)

3.1 Candidate Label Region Generation

The edge detector can describe the boundary information of an interesting object. However, other factors such as discontinuous edge features or human’s hand can produce the unexpected results. Especially, the border of bottle label region forms mostly straight line. Therefore, we use a Hough Transformation detect straight lines in the restricted area defined by a saliency map and edge detector. For example, the transformation is applied to all gradient pixels on the edge to convert to Hough space.

The Hough Transformation [11], [12] is a technique that can be used to isolated feature of a particular shape within an image. It is most commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as lines, circles, ellipses and so on. In this paper, we just consider Hough Transformation method for straight line detection. We can analytically describe a line segment in a number of forms; however this representation fails in case of vertical lines. In [13], R. Duda and P. Hart explored the fact that any line in the xy plane, shown in Fig. 2, can be described by a following convenient equation with parametric and normal notion:

$$\rho(\theta) = x \cdot \cos \theta + y \cdot \sin \theta$$  (1)

Where \(\rho(\theta)\) is the length of a normal from the origin to this line, and \(\theta\) is the normal orientation of \(\rho(\theta)\) with respect to the x-axis; for any point \((x, y)\) on this line, \(\rho(\theta)\) and \(\theta\) are constant. Applying Hough Transformation for each point will produce a
sinusoidal curve in the $\rho-\theta$ space, called parameter space shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Parametric description of a straight line

Fig. 3. The result of applying Hough Transformation for $(x_j, y_j)$ and $(x_i, y_i)$ points

However, not only two straight lines are detected but also some other lines are detected in the image due to the complex background or the light reflection. Hence, we select only two straight lines based on the observation that the two straight lines on the left and the right boundary of the label are somehow similar in intensity value as the left and right borders of the label region such as Fig. 4. Therefore, the user’s hand could be removed by the selected straight lines. Finally, we are able to crop the interesting region using a horizontal projection analysis.

3.2 Label Detection

The most difficult task of the label segmentation is the upper and lower boundary curve detection of the product bottle. A simple region-based method can be used to separate the relatively simple label region from the bottle product. However, label region of interest-object is very complicated; it contains not only characters, but also multiple objects with various colors to beautify the label region. These make the label region segmentation much more difficult. Therefore, in this paper, we apply a local structure tensor to detect the exact shape of the label to accomplish label region segmentation.

The local structure tensor [13] is a different method of representing gradient information. It summarizes the predominant directions of the gradient in a specified neighborhood of a point. It can more accurately describe the local gradient characteristics, and distinguish between the isotropic and uniform cases.

For input image $I$ with two variables values $x, y, I_x$ and $I_y$ are obtained from partial derivatives of $x$ and $y$ as following Eq. (2) and Eq. (3). The local structure tensor matrix is defined by the following equation (4) as per with taking advantage of $I_x$ and $I_y$ values,

$$I_x = \frac{\partial I(x, y)}{\partial x}$$

(2)

$$I_y = \frac{\partial I(x, y)}{\partial y}$$

(3)

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} I_x^2 & I_x I_y \\ I_y I_x & I_y^2 \end{bmatrix}$$

(4)

Here, to obtain the gradient information from the local structure tensor matrix, Eigen-decomposition is then applied to the matrix ‘$S$’ to general the eigenvalues $(\lambda_1, \lambda_2)$ and eigenvectors $(e_1, e_2)$ respectively. $e_1$ is a unit vector directed normal to the gradient edge while $e_2$ is tangent direction. And when $\lambda_1$ is larger than $\lambda_2$, the position has predominated direction that is aligned with gradient by $e_1$.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the results of the line detection (a) without and (b) with applying the saliency map, respectively and (c) the final straight line detection results after selecting two similar lines

Fig. 5. Example of local structure tensor (a) input candidate label region image (b) sobel edge of candidate label region (c) structure tensor map (d) structure tensor of part region (e) candidate label region with start point by red
The local structure tensor results are shown in Fig. 5. To a candidate label region Fig. 5(a), its Sobel edge map and other gradient information based on the local structure tensor with orientation information by red arrows is shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) respectively. Fig. 5(d) depicts the expand tensor map of the character “년”. Compared with Sobel edge detector, the local structure tensor obviously provides more gradient information on the boundary of the label.

Fig. 6. 8-directional chain code

In order to obtain the exact shape of label of the product bottle, chain code [14] is utilized according to the Sobel edge information and structure tensor information. Depending on the different connectivity definition, there exist 4-directional chain code and 8-directional chain code. Here, we select the 8-directional chain code. First, we set the start point (initial position) of retrieval to the center of left border of candidate label region which obtained from previous sub-section as shown in Fig. 5(e) denoted by red. And then along the clockwise direction, retrieval begins from the start point illustrated in Fig. 6. In this paper, we retrieve the boundary of label region based on the Sobel edge and structure tensor information by comparing their orientation and magnitude in a mask with 3 by 3.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The high-definition mobile phone was used to take the product bottle images in the supermarket. In this paper, a set of 120 images whose dimension is equally 300 x 400, are used to test and evaluate the performance of the proposed methods.

Although user’s hand was connected to an object of interest in an input image, Hough Transformation was able to detect the straight lines on the left and right border of the product label as shown in Fig. 7(b). Besides, the irregular shape of the label region is the most difficult task. For example, upper boundary of the label region consists of the red roof and irregular step line as shown in the middle image of Fig. 7(a). However, our label detection methods based on the Sobel edge and the structure tensor was able to draw a very accurate boundary curve. And the third case in Fig. 7(a) is normal case. All of them have been detected successfully by the proposed methods.

The segmentation results are shown in Table 1. The results are classified into two groups: Success, Partial Success and Failure. Success indicates that the methods segment correctly the label regions. Partial Success means that the segmentation results contain the main label region, and we classified it into two sub-groups again, Over-Segmentation and Under-Segmentation. Over-Segmentation is the results not only contain the label region correctly, but also contain some un-label region. Under-Segmentation is the results are the main part of the whole label region, where the most typical example is due to the multiple-label. The Failure means that the results do not contain the label region because of the ambiguity and low contrast around boundaries.

Table 1: Results of product bottle label segmentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>Partial Success</th>
<th>Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>84.16</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segmentation results are compared with the region based active contour, grow cut and our proposed approach in Fig. 8. Region based active contour method is senstive to the intensity. It has difficuty to segment the label region with un-even illumination. Grow Cut is based on color information. It could obtain the relatively good segmentation results based on the selection of seeds(background and foreground) by user.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method to segment the label region in bottle images captured by a smart phone camera. These images are taken in normal indoor lighting environment, such as supermarket. The saliency map and the Hough Transformation methods are used to detect out the candidate label region and reduce the computational time for the local structure tensor. And then we use the 8-adjacency chain code method to detect the label region according to gradient information which is provided by the local structure tensor and Sobel edge map. Experimental results have shown that, our proposed method has been successfully applied to detection for bottle product images and achieved a high detection accuracy of 91.66% under relatively complex background. Although the results are encouraging, our study has several limitations. The method hardly works on the multiple label regions or the label region similar to the background. In addition, strong reflection often negatively affects the segmentation results. Therefore, we plan to extend our works to more complex bottle images with multiple regions, low contrast and light reflection.
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